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We extensively study long-time dynamics and fate of topologically-ordered state in toric code model evolv-
ing through projective measurement-only circuit. The circuit is composed of several measurement operators
corresponding to each term of toric code Hamiltonian with magnetic-field perturbations, which is a gauge-fixed
version of a (2+1)-dimensional gauge-Higgs model. We employ a cylinder geometry with distinct upper and
lower boundaries to classify stationary states after long-time measurement dynamics. The appearing stationary
states depend on measurement probabilities for each measurement operator. The Higgs, confined and deconfined
phases emerge in the time evolution by the circuit. We find that both Higgs and confined phases are separated
from the deconfined phase by topological entanglement entropy. We numerically clarify that both Higgs and
confined phases are characterized by a long-range order on the boundaries accompanying edge modes, and they
shift with each other by a crossover reflecting properties in the bulk phase diagram.

I. INTRODUCTION

Projective measurements performed on quantum circuit
generate specific dynamics and produce exotic quantum
many-body states. As a recent exciting phenomenon,
measurement-induced entanglement phase transition in quan-
tum circuit is attracting attention of broad physicist commu-
nities, in which phase transition takes place by the interplay
and competition between projective measurements and uni-
tary gates [1–21].

Similar measurement-induced phase transitions are also
observed in measurement-only circuit (MoC). With suit-
able choice of measurement operations and their frequen-
cies, MoC generates non-trivial phases of matter; symme-
try protected topological (SPT) phases [22–24], topological
orders [25, 26], and non-trivial thermal and critical phases
[27–31]. These dynamical phenomena originate from non-
commutativity and back action of measurements, and the in-
terplay of them produces intriguing stationary states after
‘time evolution’ through circuit. Furthermore, suitable mea-
surement on initially-prepared states can produce resource
states for quantum computation [32, 33], etc. Example of this
ability includes production of long-range entanglement states
with intrinsic topological order from simple SPT states [34].

A recent experiment [35] has realized toric code [36]. The
robustness of the system to decoherence error, measurements
or magnetic perturbation is now open and one of the attracted
issues [37–39].

With the change of geometry of system, how the property
of the system changes is an essential issue. For example, in
theoretical level, introduction of the cylinder geometry with
rough boundary and combination of various types of mea-
surements can exhibit rich physical phenomena to the toric
code system [26, 40, 41]. Furthermore, there are fascinat-
ing findings obtained by interplay between the viewpoint of
lattice gauge theory [42] and the notion of SPT phases [40].
That is, for the gauge-Higgs model, the boundary state of the
cylinder geometry exhibits a kind of long-range order (LRO)

with spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB), and through the
SSB pattern, the Higgs and confined phase in the model are
to be distinguished, contrary to the common belief that the
two phases are adiabatically connected without any transition
singularities [43].

The above discussion was obtained by the Hamiltonian
formalism. In this paper, we shall study circuit dynamics
of toric code system with the cylinder geometry by using
measurement-only dynamics, where we employ distinct up-
per and lower boundaries, elucidating a duality between the
Higgs and confined phases. This gives an efficient setup for
further investigation of the behavior of the transition between
the Higgs and confined phases. In particular, we study how
initially-prepared toric code state (topological ordered state)
dynamically changes. In this process, the choice of measure-
ment operators and their probability are essential ingredients.

We shall show that rich dynamical behavior and stationary
states emerge in the system by varying protocol of the MoC.
In particular, we find that Higgs and confined stationary states
are separated via crossover behavior under this geometry, and
then they are observed in the MoC by the boundary orders,
in contrast to the well-known observation in [43]. According
to our previous work [44], we expect that the obtained result
gives an important insight into the boundary physics of the
corresponding Hamiltonian system, for which only qualitative
conjecture has been given so far. Furthermore, when we apply
strictly competitive protocol for projective measurements, the
saturation time gets very long, indicating that competitive dy-
namics takes place in critical regime among deconfined, Higgs
and confined phases. On the other hand, we also observe that
topological order (TO) of the initial toric code under this spe-
cific boundary conditions is sustained by frequent measure-
ment of the toric code stabilizers as a result of reduction of
the projective-measurement effects. This dynamical process
can be useful for quantum error correction [45].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we explain the setup of MoCs, where two different measure-
ment layers are introduced. Stabilizer generators of the stabi-
lizer formalism, which we employ for the MoC, depend on the
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic figure of the lattice system on cylinder geometry with upper rough and lower smooth boundaries. The star operator
(the red-shaded object) and the plaquette operator (the right-blue-shaded object) are considered. The red and blue dashed regimes are upper
rough and lower smooth boundaries, respectively. (b) Schematic image of the measurement-only circuit. The initial stabilizer state denoted by
|ψ(t = 0)⟩ is the exact unique ground state of toric code on the cylinder geometry with the boundaries shown in (a).

cylinder geometry as well as open boundary conditions; upper
rough and lower smooth boundaries are used in order to inves-
tigate the Higgs and confined phases simultaneously. To clar-
ify the aim of the present study, we also introduce and explain
a reference Hamiltonian to the dynamics of this MoC. In the
first layer, decoherent single-site (i.e., single-qubit) measure-
ment is performed hindering the TO, whereas the second layer
works as recovery of the initial TC state. In Sec. III, We show
the practical numerical methods and physical observables to
investigate properties of emergent states and their phases. In
Sec. IV, we give numerical results of a spin-glass (SG) or-
der of boundary states and its relation to an SPT. Section V
displays a numerical study of the bulk TO by employing topo-
logical entanglement entropy (TEE). By increasing single-site
measurement probability, the initial TC state tends to lose its
bulk TO. On the other hand, the boundary SG order emerges.
Section VI is devoted to conclusion and discussion.

II. MEASUREMENT-ONLY CIRCUIT AND
COMPARABLE HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM

Let us consider a lattice system composed of Lx × Ly pla-
quettes (q-lattice) and Lx×(Ly−1) vortices (v-lattice). Phys-
ical qubits reside on links of the v-lattice. The total qubit num-
ber is L ≡ 2LxLy . We employ cylinder geometry, in which
we set the upper rough and lower smooth boundaries in the y
direction as shown in Fig. 1(a).

We shall investigate ‘time evolution’ of the pure stabilizer
state specified by the following set of stabilizer generators
[46], Sint = {Ãv|v ∈ all v}+ {B̃q|q ∈ all q}, where Ãv and
B̃q are the star and plaquette operators of the toric code, de-
fined by Ãv =

∏
ℓv∈v σ

x
ℓv

and B̃q =
∏

ℓq∈q σ
z
ℓq

, with ℓv ∈ v
standing for links emanating from vertex v, and ℓq ∈ q for
links composing plaquette q. The above stabilizer generators
are all linearly independent and specify the stabilizer state

Sint, which is nothing but the exact unique gapped ground
state of the toric code Hamiltonian without magnetic pertur-
bations on the cylinder geometry [47]. The motivation to se-
lect this geometry and unique pure states as an initial state is
that we can observe some duality between the upper rough
and lower smooth boundary that can elucidate the Higgs and
confined phase, while we expect the bulk physics of stationary
states is not significantly affected by the geometry and choice
of initial states. Throughout this work, we use the same no-
tation for the stabilizer set and the corresponding state inter-
changeably.

For the stabilizer state of this lattice system, we apply se-
quential projective measurements as MoC. In the protocol, we
introduce two distinct layers: in the first one (called “layer 1”),
two projective measurements with observables, M̂1

ℓ = σx
ℓ and

M̂2
ℓ = σz

ℓ are applied with a uniform probability px and pz ,
respectively, for each link except the bottom smooth boundary
(in the case of M̂1

ℓ ) and each link except the top rough bound-
ary (in the case of M̂2

ℓ ). We choose these measurement points
inspired by the Hamiltonian we later commented on Eq. (1).

In the second one (called “layer 2”), two projective mea-
surements with observables, R̂1

v = Av and R̂2
p = Bp are ap-

plied with the same uniform probabilities 0.5 for each vertex
and plaquette. We consider the following measurement proto-
col: (I) we choose layer 1 and 2 with probability 1 − ps and
ps, and (II-a) in the case of layer 1, we perform measurement
M̂1

ℓ and M̂2
ℓ with probability px and pz , respectively, or (II-

b) in the case of layer 2, we perform measurement R̂1
v and

R̂2
p with probability 0.5. The schematic image of this MoC is

shown in Fig. 1 (b). One consecutive application of layers 1
or 2 corresponds to the unit of time.

Dynamics of the MoC and its stationary stabilizer states,
if exist, can be inferred from the following Hamiltonian of
the toric code model with open boundary conditions and in
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magnetic fields,

HTC = −
∑
v

hxÃv −
∑
q

hzB̃q

−
∑

ℓ/∈smooth
Jxσ

x
ℓ −

∑
ℓ/∈rough

Jzσ
z
ℓ . (1)

The above model is a gauge-fixing version of a lattice gauge-
Higgs model with open boundary conditions employed for in-
vestigation on its topological properties [48]. In this work,
we assume hx(z), Jx(z) ≥ 0. The gauge-Higgs model on
infinite system was analyzed in Fradkin and Shenker [43],
where the phase diagram with Higgs, confined and decon-
fined (toric code) regimes was discovered. HTC in Eq. (1) for
Jx = Jz = 0 with general boundary conditions is the fixed
point Hamiltonian of the deconfined phase, and its ground
states are a gapped topological state called toric code. Gauge-
Higgs model related to the above TC model was recently re-
investigated from viewpoint of SPT [40], by employing spe-
cific boundary conditions. In this work, we extend the above
study by introducing the cylinder geometry with both rough
and smooth boundaries as in Eq. (1). Then, the Higgs and
confined phases in (2+1) D can be distinguished with each
other by observing the long-range order (LRO) on the bound-
aries, which is a characteristic signature implying that both
the Higgs and confined phases are SPTs being protected by
magnetic(electric)-one-form symmetry, respectively. Find-
ings in this present work are, therefore, complementary to the
study in Ref. [40].

It is verified by the practical calculation [44] that the gauge-
Higgs and TC models are exactly connected by the gauge
fixing (so called unitary gauge) even with the specific open
boundary conditions employed in Ref. [40] and also in the
present study. This is quite natural as local gauge transfor-
mation can be performed at each site where the matter field
resides on. (For more detailed discussion, in particular for the
bulk-edge entanglement, see Sec. III F of Ref. [44].) There-
fore for the Hamiltonian of Eq.(1), we expect a phase diagram
such as: Higgs phase for Jz > Jx, hx, hz , confined phase
for Jx > Jz, hx, hz and deconfined (toric code) phase for
hx = hz > Jz, Jx [49–53]. The schematic image of the phase
diagram is shown in Fig. 2, where the schematic is based on
the global phase structure of the TC model with magnetic
fields under periodic boundary, which has been clarified by
using Monte Carlo numerical calculation [51]. This phase di-
agram of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) gives us insights into the
appearance of stationary states in the MoC started with the
stabilizer state Sint.

In the previous study [24], we investigated relationship be-
tween Hamiltonian systems and MoCs. A brief explanation
is shown in Appendix A. The results obtained there indicate
the following relationship between the parameter ratios in the
present system, Jx/Jz ←→ px/pz and hx(z)/Jx(z) ←→
ps/px(z).

In the recent understanding of the above phase diagram
of the gauge-Higgs model, which is an ancestor model of
HTC with exactly the same energy eigenstates, higher-form-
symmetry plays an important role [54, 55]. For the case of

deconfined
Topological order

Higgs

confined

dual

SSB on smooth boundary

SSB 
on rough boundary

FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram of the HamiltonianHTC in Eq. (1).
Here, we fix hx = hz to a finite value. By imposing a specific bound-
ary conditions for a system with the cylinder geometry, the Higgs
and confined phases are distinguished. The label “SSB” stands for
spontaneous symmetry breaking. We expect the relationship between
the parameter ratio and the probability ratio, Jx/Jz ←→ px/pz
and hx(z)/Jx(z) ←→ ps/px(z), which is a good guide to expect
the steady state in the MoC. The blue dotted line is expected to be
px = pz case in our MoC. Double-headed arrows (i) and (ii) repre-
sent the parameter spaces we focus on in this study. In particular, we
focus on (i) in Sec. IV and (ii) in Sec. V.

Jx = 0 in HTC in Eq. (1), there emerges magnetic-form-
symmetry generated by the operator W c

γ ≡
∏

ℓ∈γ σ
z
ℓ , where

γ is an arbitrary closed loop on links of the v-lattice. Sim-
ilarly for a string connecting two different links residing on
the rough boundary, Γ, W o

Γ ≡
∏

ℓ∈Γ σ
z
ℓ is another one-form-

symmetry (See Appendix B). These one-form-symmetries can
be robust for a finite value of Jx as long as the state be-
longs to the same phase with that of Jx = 0. More pre-
cisely, the deconfined (toric code) phase is characterized as
an SSB phase of the W c

γ and W o
Γ symmetries. On the other

hand, the Higgs phase is an SPT of the above two symmetries
[40]. For Jz = 0, parallel discussion works for the confined
phase as a duality picture and the electric-form-symmetries,
Hc

γ̃ ≡
∏

ℓ∈γ̃ σ
x
ℓ and Ho

Γ̃
≡

∏
ℓ∈Γ̃ σ

x
ℓ , where links ℓ’s are

crossed by γ̃ and Γ̃, a close loop and string (connecting two
links on the smooth boundary) on the dual lattice, respectively.

An interesting issue is whether the SPT property of the
Higgs phase in the gauge-Higgs model is preserved in the
TC model obtained from the gauge-Higgs model through the
gauge fixing. An important observation concerning this is-
sue is that ‘logical operators’ such as W o

Γ ≡
∏

ℓ∈Γ σ
z
ℓ with

Γ embedded in the smooth boundary, which play an essen-
tially important role for edge-mode physics on the boundaries,
are invariant under the gauge fixing as well as related uni-
tary transformation [41, 44]. This is quite natural as these are
gauge-invariant operators in the gauge-Higgs model. The SSB
of symmetries produced by the ‘logical operators’ is evidence
of the existence of SPT, which we verify in the present study.
In other words, one-form symmetries in the gauge-Higgs and
TC models play essentially the same role for the SPT proper-
ties. Simply put, it is plausible to expect that Higgs=SPT is a
gauge-invariant property if it exists.
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Finally, an important remark concerning the phase diagram
in Fig. 2 is in order. How the boundary physics looks like in
the Higgs-confined ‘critical regime’ is an interesting unsolved
problem, even though a schematic line separating the Higgs
and confined phases is drawn in a phase diagram in Ref. [40].
In the previous work studying the boundary physics in the crit-
ical regime of the deconfined-Higgs phase transition [48], we
showed that a genuine transition-like behavior emerges on the
boundary as a result of the strict bulk phase transition. On the
other hand as the Higgs and confined phases are connected in
an adiabatic matter without any singular behaviors, it is im-
portant to investigate the boundary physics in that regime. We
shall study this problem in this work to obtain an interesting
result. We expect that the result obtained by the present MoC
gives an important insight into the ground-state phase diagram
of the corresponding Hamiltonian system [24].

III. NUMERICAL STABILIZER SIMULATION

The projective measurement in the MoC is implemented by
the stabilizer formalism [56, 57]. For layer 1; σz-projective
measurement at link ℓ removes one of the star operators Ãv

residing on the boundary vertices of ℓ (v1 and v2), and then
σz
ℓ becomes a stabilizer generator as well as the product of the

star operators Ãv1Ãv2 . That is, the initial stabilizer state Sint

tends to lose Ãv’s with the probability pz , and the number of
σz-stabilizer generator increases instead. Thus, this process
leads to decay of the initial TO. Similar process for σx and
B̃p with probability px.

The projective measurement of layer 2 can be regarded as
a recovery process. As explained in [45], the projective mea-
surement of Ãv(B̃p) makes Ãv(B̃p) an element of stabilizer
generator again by removing local σx(z)-stabilizer generator
if it has been produced by a layer 1 measurement. Thus, we
expect that for the case with ps ≫ px, pz , the recovery pro-
cess succeeds in sustaining the TO of the initial state. On
the other hand for ps ≪ px(z), stationary states acquire prop-
erties of Higgs or confined phase from the viewpoint of the
gauge-Higgs model. In particular, in the Hamiltonian picture
for Higgs phase (the large-Jz limit), σz

ℓ ’s in the bulk get ex-
pectation value such as σz

ℓ = −1 (Higgs condensate), and
then the modelHTC induces an effective transverse field Ising
model [40] for the degrees of freedom on the upper rough
boundary. Thus, it is expected that spontaneous symmetry
breaking (SSB) of Z2 symmetry takes place on the bound-
ary leading to a magnetic LRO of σz . A counterpart (dual)
picture to the above holds in the confined phase for large px
because of the electric-magnetic duality, an exact symmetry
of the present MoC. A long-range order of σx emerges on
the smooth boundary as a signal of the SPT-confined phase.
Beyond the above intuitive pictures, the intermediate regime
px ∼ pz ∼ 0.5 does not have the magnetic-one-form sym-
metry nor electric one, and therefore, a sharp SSB of both Z2

symmetries might not be observed there. However, detailed
Monte Carlo simulations ofHTC [51, 53, 58] have discovered
a very interesting first-order phase transition line hx = hz
in the very vicinity of TO transition, which corresponds to

px = pz = 0.5 in the present MoC. This point will be dis-
cussed after showing numerical calculations of physical quan-
tities.

In the rest of this study, we investigate the above qualitative
picture in detail, especially critical regimes separating three
phases. The measurement protocol is numerically performed
by the efficient numerical simulation by the stabilizer formal-
ism [56, 57]. Throughout this study, we ignore the sign and
imaginary factors of stabilizers, which give no effects on ob-
servables that we focus on.

This work clarifies the following problems in the MoC; (i)
how and when boundary LROs emerge on the upper rough
and lower smooth boundaries (ii) how and when the bulk
TO disappears. In the numerical study addressing the above
problems, we fix Ly = 10 and vary Lx up to 26. For
the first problem, one may expect that realizing LROs can
be identified by a standard long-rand order parameter, e.g.,
⟨ψ|σz(x)

ℓx
σ
z(x)
ℓ′x
|ψ⟩ − ⟨ψ|σz(x)

ℓx
|ψ⟩⟨ψ|σz(x)

ℓ′x
|ψ⟩; however, this is

not the case. This is because realized LROs due to measure-
ment are more likely to be a glassy-type LRO, which closely
relates to each measurement outcome. The glassy-type LRO
is to be measured by an order parameter that is independent of
direction of outcome ‘spins’ and merely depends on the mag-
nitude of their correlations. Thus, to evaluate the glassy type
LRO, we employ the Edward-Anderson SG order parameter
[12] defined by

χSG =
1

Lx

∑
ℓx,ℓ′x

CSG(ℓx, ℓ
′
x), (2)

with CSG(ℓx, ℓ
′
x) = ⟨ψ|σz

ℓx
σz
ℓ′x
|ψ⟩2−⟨ψ|σz

ℓx
|ψ⟩2⟨ψ|σz

ℓ′x
|ψ⟩2,

where |ψ⟩ is a stabilizer state and ℓx’s are links on the bound-
ary. As a target observable, we observe the variance of χSG

divided by Lx, σ(χSG)/Lx. This quantity measures sample-
to-sample fluctuations and is useful to search a phase transi-
tion on the boundary. For the second problem, we calculate
topological entanglement entropy (TEE), γ. In the present
study, we employ the partition of the system shown in Fig. 4
[59], and for that partition, γ is defined as

γ = SA + SB + SC − SAB − SBC − SAC + SABC ,

where SA, SB , · · · denote entanglement entropy of the corre-
sponding subsystem, which can be calculated from the num-
ber of linearly-independent stabilizers within a target subsys-
tem and the number of qubit of the subsystem [60, 61]. The
technical details of the methods to calculate EE are given in
Appendix A in Ref. [27] and Appendix E in Ref. [10]. Here,
we employ EE with base-2 logarithm, following to the con-
ventional definition of quantum information. As one example,
the EE for SA is given by SA = − tr[ρA log2 ρA] where ρA
is reduced density matrix for A-subsystem. If the system is an
exact topologically-ordered state, we have γ = −1. The TEE
is a useful and standard quantity for investigating bulk TO in
the MoC. In particular, even for one of topological degenerate
ground states, the TEE works efficiently to observe the TO.
In addition, we consider another partition for TEE [62], the
numerical results of which are given in Appendix C.
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(i)  (ii)

(iii)

FIG. 3. (i) Long-time dynamics of Edward-Anderson spin-glass (SG) order parameter for ps = 0.5 and various values of px = 1 − pz . The
SG order exhibits different behavior depending on px. (ii) Sample-to-sample variance for the SG order. (iii) The late time saturation value of
the SG order. The inset of (iii) shows σ(χSGx(z)

)/Lx, and we used the same data as in (iii). We took both sample and time average. As for
the time average, we employ the last nine data points. We used 2000, 2000, and 1000 samples for Lx = 14, 18 and 22, respectively.

IV. DYNAMICS OF BOUNDARY ORDER PARAMETER

We first observe long-time dynamics of Edward-Anderson
SG order for ps = 0.5 and various values of px. For relatively
small px = 0.3 (pz = 0.7), the dynamics of χSGz

is displayed
in Fig. 3(i). The value of χSGz

increases to saturate O(1),
signaling a long-range SG order on the upper rough boundary
corresponding to the Higgs=SPT phase. There, we also ob-
serve large fluctuations as in Fig. 3(ii). From the viewpoint
of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), the leading term of the present
protocol is the Jz-term as pz > ps, px, which is nothing but
the charged Higgs particle hopping. Then, the coherent Higgs
condensation, accompanying Wilson loop condensate, takes
place that breaks the TO of the toric code, by the restoration
of the magnetic one-form symmetry. The recent studies [40]
showed that this symmetry restoration makes the Higgs phase
one of SPTs, which is recognized by observing the degener-
acy of the states on the rough boundary, the signal of which
has been already verified by numerical methods [48, 63]. The
above finite values of χSGz

come from the SPT, and then the
bulk state is named Higgs=SPT. In passing, as one of the qual-
itative explanations, another type of symmetry is to be consid-
ered [48], the brief explanation of which is given in Appendix

A.
Next for ps = 0.5 and px = 0.7(pz = 0.3), χSGz

in
Fig. 3(i) just exhibits a tiny increase and its fluctuations are
very small [Fig. 3(ii)]. This result is consistent with the ex-
pectation that the Higgs condensate is suppressed for small
pz . Electric-magnetic duality indicates that χSGx

on the
lower smooth boundary exhibits almost the same behavior
with χSGz

on the upper rough boundary for pz = 0.7, and
we verified this numerically [not shown]. Therefore, conden-
sation of magnetic flux takes place in this parameter region
producing the confined phase.

Figure 3(i) shows that the case with ps = 0.5 and px =
0.5 is in between. This regime is simply featureless without
any orders. Later study on the TO in the deconfined (toric
code) phase will verify this expectation. We also verified that
the stable deconfined (toric code) phase emerges for relatively
large ps as a result of the recovery effects.

Finally in Fig. 3(iii), we observe px-dependence of the late
time value of χSGz

and χSGx
for ps = 0.5. For small

px, the late time SG order is enhanced. Close look at be-
havior of the SG order signifies that a crossover, instead of
a phase transition, takes place, i.e., the late time values of
χSGz(χSGx) smoothly increase with decreasing (increasing)
px. To ensure if the phase transition exists, we further focus
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on the variances of χSGz and χSGx. The inset of Fig. 3(iii)
shows the variances of χSGz and χSGx, and we found that
these two quantities do not show any significant behavior,
i.e., monotonic increase or decrease. This result is in con-
trast to the observation for the pure σz-measurement protocol
corresponding to the deconfined (toric code)-Higgs transition
studied in the previous paper Ref. [48], where σ(χSGz )/Lx

shows a sharp peak, and its peak becomes more significant
as Lx increases, implying the existence of the conventional
second-order phase transition. In the present case, however,
no quantities are indicating a bulk thermodynamic phase tran-
sition for the Higgs-confined phase. We expect that this re-
flects to the behavior of the boundary SG order indicating a
novel bulk-boundary correspondence. We explained in the
previous study [48] that a finite expectation value of open Wil-
son loops (EVOWL) generates effective spin couplings on the
rough boundary and the SG order emerges as a result. On
the deconfined (toric code)-Higgs phase transition, the EVWL
(more precisely, Fredenhagen-Marcu string order) exhibits a
transition-like behavior similar to the magnetization in the
(2+1)D Ising model, whereas in the confined-Higgs crossover
regime, both the Wilson and ’t Hooft string symmetries do
not emerge as Fradkin-Shenker observation dictates (see also
[64]). Reflecting this smooth change in the bulk properties,
the SG order exhibits crossover-like behavior instead of a gen-
uine transition as we observed numerically. This observation
obtained by the numerical study on the boundary SG order is
complementary to the work in Ref. [40] (in which the bound-
ary transition between Higgs-confined regimes was investi-
gated by density-matrix-renormalization-group methods).

V. DYNAMICS OF TOPOLOGICAL ENTANGLEMENT
ENTROPY

We move on to the dynamics of the TEE. We first study
the recovery effect by the measurement of layer 2 for a fixed
probability of the measurement of layer 1. The numerical re-
sults for various sizes Lx are displayed in Fig. 5 for the most
competitive case of layer 1, px = pz = 0.5. For a large
recovery case ps = 0.80, the TEE starts with γ = −1 and
exhibits almost no changes in the long time evolution. The
stationary state sustains TO in the bulk staying in the decon-
fined phase. As shown in Fig. 5 (d), in the whole time evo-
lution, fluctuations are rather small. On the other hand for
a relatively weak recovery case with ps = 0.50, behavior of
the TEE drastically changes from that of large recovery case
as seen in Figs. 5 (a) and (b). The late time value of γ sat-
urates to γ = 0, indicating that the stationary state loses the
initial TO in the bulk. We also find that the fluctuation of the
TEE is large in the regime where the TEE changes drastically.
This behavior of the TEE in this MoC obviously indicates dy-
namic phase transition from the deconfnied to Higgs phases.
In order to obtain a critical probability, pcs, for the transition,
we further observe the late time value of the TEE around
t/L = 20 (for ps = 0.5, 0.6, 0.75, 0.8, 0.9) and t/L = 30
(for ps = 0.65, 0.7) and find pcs ≃ 0.65. The results are dis-
played in Figs. 5 (a) and (c). There, the saturation value of

・・・・・・
A B

C

D

FIG. 4. Schematic image of the partition pattern of the system for
calculating topological entanglement entropy.

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

FIG. 5. (a) Time evolution of topological entanglement entropy γ for
px = pz = 0.5 and various ps and system sizes. (b) ∼ (d): Fluc-
tuation of topological entanglement entropy. We used 2000, 2000,
1000 and 1000 samples for Lx = 14, 18, 22 and 26, respectively.

γ is fluctuating around γ = −0.5 and its fluctuation exhibits
large values for a long period, exhibiting a small system-size
dependence.

Finally, we summarize the saturation vale of γ as a func-
tion of ps for various system sizes in Fig. 6. We find a clear
step-function-like behavior of the TEE (panel (a)) and a peak
of the fluctuations of the TEE is located at ps ≃ 0.65 (panel
(b)). We expect that in the thermodynamic limit, the satura-
tion value of the TEE becomes a genuine step function of ps.
These results imply that there exists a clear bulk phase transi-
tion emerging by varying the recovery probability ps, at which
the bulk topological order vanishes.

We also investigate the behavior of the TEE for a non-
contractible partition pattern of the system as in Ref. [62],
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. Long time saturation values of topological entanglement en-
tropy for px = pz = 0.5. Topological entanglement entropy and
its fluctuation indicate that the bulk phase transition takes place at
ps ≃ 0.65. Numerical calculations are performed up to t = 20L
and t = 30L for ps = 0.5, 0.6, 0.75, 0.8, 0.9 and ps = 0.65, 0.70,
respectively. We took both sample and time average. As for the time
average, we employ the last nine data points. We used 2000, 2000,
1000, and 1000 samples for Lx = 14, 18, 22 and 26, respectively.

and obtain similar results to the above, which are shown in
Appendix C. The initial TC state has γ = −2 for the non-
contractible partition, and the state changes its value depend-
ing on the probability rates. The critical probability is esti-
mated as 0.65 for px = pz = 0.5.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The present work clarified the dynamics of MoC, in which
we performed competitive measurements on the TC state on
a cylinder geometry with distinct upper and lower boundary
conditions to observe the duality property between the Higgs
and confined phases. There, the measurement operators cor-
respond to the terms in the Hamiltonian of the TC model in
magnetic fields. In this MoC, stationary states, which seem to
have properties of Higgs, confined and critical phases, emerge
by the ‘time evolution’ from the exact stabilizer state of the
deconfined (toric code) phase on the cylinder geometry. We
identified physical properties of emergent states by numeri-
cally observing the boundary long-range magnetic orders and
TEE in the bulk. We found that the critical measurement prob-
ability ratios corresponds to the ratios of the parameters in
the lattice gauge-Higgs model Hamiltonian. We further in-
vestigated how the initial TC state develops under various
settings of the measurement. In particular, we observed that
the Higgs and confined phases are separated from the decon-
fined phase by topological entanglement entropy, whereas the
Higgs and confined phases are distinguishable with each other
via a crossover of boundary modes.

In the present MoC, we observed simultaneously both the
SG LROs on the upper-rough and lower-smooth boundaries
and TEE in the bulk. This gives us an important insight into
the relation between the SPT and intrinsic TO in the gauge-
Higgs models. As shown in Fig. 7, the ‘time evolution’ of

(a)

(b)

FIG. 7. Time evolution of the spin-glass (SG) order and topological
entanglement entropy for px = 0.2. Data of both the cases show
that the topological entanglement entropy tends to vanish before the
development of the SG order. This behavior can be interpreted that
condensation of Wilson loop in the bulk is the origin of the SG order
on the boundary. The sample averages are taken over 1000 samples
for both Lx = 14 and Lx = 18.

the SG order on the boundaries and TEE in the bulk is ob-
served clearly to find that the bulk topological transition takes
place first and the SG transition follows that. This behavior
is observed generally. As we explained in the main text, the
SG order stems from the bulk one-form-symmetry, in partic-
ular, condensation of the Wilson (’t Hooft) string. This con-
densate induces effective Ising-type long-range couplings be-
tween spins on the boundaries producing the SG order. Nu-
merical study in Fig. 7 can be interpreted naturally in such a
way that a sufficiently large coupling between boundary spins
is necessary for the SG order to emerge. In fact, the recent
study on Wilson string condensate for lattice gauge-Higgs
model in Ref. [64] shows that the condensate behaves as an
order parameter and exhibits (2 + 1) −D Ising spin critical-
ity developing continuously from zero. The difference in the
location of the two transitions, which was observed already in
our previous work [48], supports the above observation con-
cerning to the bulk-boundary correspondence.
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APPENDIX A: PARAMETER RATIO AND PROBABILITY
RATIO CORRESPONDENCE

In the previous study by two of the authors of this work
[24], a conjecture was given; parameter ratio and probability
ratio correspondence. The target Hamiltonian is the follow-
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ing,

Hstab = −
L−1∑
j=0

M∑
α=1

JαKα
j ,

where Jα(> 0) andL is the total number of sites {j}, α repre-
sents M -types of stabilizers anti-commuting with each other,
i.e., {Kα

j } satisfy [Kα
j ,K

α
k ] = 0 and (Kα

j )
2 = 1, and for dif-

ferent types of stabilizers, [Kα
j ,K

β
k ] ̸= 0 and {Kα

j ,K
β
k } = 0

(α ̸= β).
To construct a corresponding MoC, we pick up a single sta-

bilizer among the different types of Kα
j0

with a probability pα

and choose a target site j0 with equal probability 1/L at each
time step. We set the probability condition of the choice of
the type of the stabilizer, such as

∑
α p

α = 1. The setup is the
same as that of the previous works [22, 23].

Then, the ground-state phase diagram of Hstab determined
by the parameters Jα is very close to the phase diagram of the
steady state in the MoC, which is determined by an ensemble
average of the measurement pattern of the MoC. This fact
indicates that the ratio of parameters Jα

Jβ is related to the ratio
of probabilities pα

pβ , that is, Jα

Jβ ←→ pα

pβ . This relationship is
nothing but the explicit form of “parameter ratio-probability
ratio correspondence”. The qualitative verification of the
above consideration was analytically carried out in Ref. [24].

APPENDIX B: NON-LOCAL GAUGE INVARIANT
OPERATOR

To qualitatively understand the boundary LRO in the Higgs
phase in the toric code system with the upper rough and lower
smooth boundaries on the cylinder geometry, we introduce
non-local gauge invariant operator (NLGIO) symmetries for
HTC with Jx = 0. Here, we focus on the upper rough bound-
ary and Higgs phase with noticing that parallel argument is
possible for the lower smooth boundary and confined phase.
Then, the symmetry has two types: (I)Glo,1 ≡

∏
ℓ∈Γ0

σz
ℓ with

an arbitrary close loop Γ0, (II) Glo,2 = σz
ℓr1

[∏
ℓ∈Γb

σz
ℓ

]
σz
ℓr2

where ℓr1 and ℓr2 are two arbitrary dangling links on the upper
rough boundary and a string in the bulk Γb connecting the ℓr1
and ℓr2 links. Both these operators satisfy [HTC, Glo,1(2)] =
0 for Jx = 0. The second-type NLGIO Glo,2 plays a key role
to understand the boundary LRO through the Higgs condensa-
tion. That is, the Higgs phase can be regarded as a symmetry-
restored state of the second-type NLGIO Glo,2. In the deep
Higgs phase, the local σz

ℓ stabilizer generator is proliferated
in the bulk, leading to a finite string order, ⟨

∏
Γb
σz
ℓ ⟩ ̸= 0

in the system, regarded as the Higgs condensation. As the
state of the Higgs phase |ψHiggs⟩ respects the NLGIO sym-
metry, then the following relation is satisfied, Glo,2|ψHiggs⟩ =

σz
ℓr1

[∏
ℓ∈Γb

σz
ℓ

]
σz
ℓr2
|ψHiggs⟩ ∝ |ψHiggs⟩. That is, the Higgs

condensation in the bulk gives the result ⟨σz
ℓr1
σz
ℓr2
⟩ ≠ 0, the

emergence of the LRO on the rough boundary. We expect that

・・・・・・

A

B

B

C

D

FIG. 8. Schematic image of a non-contractible partition pattern for
topological entanglement entropy [62].

(a)

(d)

(c)

(b)

FIG. 9. Time evolution of topological entanglement entropy [62] for
px = pz = 0.5 and various ps and system sizes Lx. We fixed Ly =
10. Panels (b)-(d) represent fluctuations of TEE for (b) ps = 0.50,
(b) ps = 0.65, and (c) ps = 0.80, respectively. The sample averages
are taken over 1000, 1000, and 500 samples for both Lx = 14, 18
and 22, respectively.

the NLGIO symmetries have a similar robustness to the gen-
eral one-form-symmetry, and the above observation holds for
a finite-Jx system as long as it belongs to the Higgs phase.
Numerical studies in the present work support this expecta-
tion.

We note again that the above discussion of the NLGIO sym-
metry can be applicable to the emergence of the LRO of σx

ℓ
on the smooth boundary in the confinement phase by the dual
picture.
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APPENDIX C: TOPOLOGICAL ENTANGLEMENT
ENTROPY OF ANOTHER PARTITION

In this Appendix, we show numerical calculations of the
TEE employing another type of system partition pattern in
Fig. 8. The TEE, γ, is given by

γ = SA + SB + SC − SAB − SBC − SAC + SABC ,

and γ = −2 for the genuine TC state under this partition and
vanishes for a topologically-trivial state. In this pattern of the
partition, we are afraid that the TEE exhibits less clear time-
evolution behavior than that of in Fig. 5 as the region D is
divided into two distinct portions. However, this investigation
supports the observation of the TEE obtained for the pattern
in Fig. 5, in particular, the location of the phase transition.

Numerical results for px = pz = 0.5 are displayed in Fig. 9
which indicate the critical probability pcs ≃ 0.65, in good
agreement with the result in Fig. 5.
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